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Proposed running head: Las-Vegas Pro essor Identity Problem
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Abstra t
We study the lassi al problem of assigning unique identi ers to identi al on urrent pro esses.
In this paper, we onsider the asyn hronous shared memory model, and the orre tness requirement
is that upon termination of the algorithm, the pro esses must have unique IDs always. Our results
in lude tight hara terization of the problem in several respe ts. We all a proto ol to this task
Las-Vegas if it has nite expe ted termination time. Our main positive result is the rst Las-Vegas
proto ol that solves the problem. The proto ol terminates in (log ) expe ted asyn hronous
rounds, using ( ) shared memory spa e, where is the number of parti ipating pro esses. The
new proto ol improves on all previous solutions simultaneously in running time (exponentially),
probability of termination (to 1), and spa e requirement. The proto ol works under the assumption
that the asyn hronous s hedule is oblivious, i.e., independent of the a tual unfolding exe ution. On
the negative side, we show that there is no nite-state Las-Vegas proto ol for the problem if the
s hedule may depend on the history of the shared memory (an adaptive s hedule). We also show
that any Las-Vegas proto ol must know in advan e (whi h implies that rash faults annot be
tolerated), and that the running time is (log ). For the ase of an arbitrary (non-oblivious)
adversarial s hedule, we present a Las-Vegas proto ol that uses ( ) unbounded registers. For the
read-modify-write model, we present a onstant-spa e deterministi algorithm.
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Introdu tion

In the ourse of designing a distributed algorithm, one has often to onfront the problem of how to
distinguish among the di erent parti ipating pro esses. This problem, alled the Pro essor Identity
Problem (abbreviated PIP), has appli ations in some of the most basi distributed tasks, in luding
mutual ex lusion, hoi e oordination, and resour e allo ation.
One attra tive (and sometimes realisti ) solution is simply to deny the existen e of the problem
altogether: just assume that ea h pro ess is generated with a unique identi er. In some ases, however,
one annot get away with this approa h [13℄. In this paper we study the following variant of PIP, rst
suggested by Lipton and Park. We are given a shared-memory asyn hronous system of n pro esses.
Ea h pro ess has a designated private output register, whi h is apable of storing N  n di erent
values. All shared registers an be written by all pro esses and read by all pro esses. (It is unreasonable
to assume single-writer shared registers if pro esses do not have identities yet!) A proto ol for PIP
must satisfy the following onditions.
All pro esses exe ute identi al programs and have identi al initial state.
Uniqueness: Upon termination, ea h pro ess has a distin t value stored in its output register.

Symmetry:

For most of the paper, we study the problem in the read-write registers model (also known as atomi
registers [11℄), where in a single step, a pro essor an either read or write the ontents of a single
register and perform a lo al (in general, probabilisti ) omputation. It is easy to see that in this
model no deterministi proto ol an solve PIP. For randomized proto ols, we need a re ned orre tness
requirement. If one is willing to tolerate low probability of erroneous termination (i.e., termination
of the proto ol with some ID shared by two or more pro esses), then there exists a trivial solution
that does not require any ommuni ation: ea h pro ess hooses independently a random ID; the error
probability is ontrolled by the size of the ID spa e. In this paper we rule out su h solutions by
restri ting our attention to the ase where erroneous termination is absolutely disallowed.
We distinguish between two types of algorithms for PIP. Sin e orre tness is required always, the
main issue with PIP algorithms is termination, and we therefore use a modi ed interpretation of the
terms \Monte Carlo" and \Las Vegas" as follows. A Monte-Carlo algorithm for PIP is one whi h
guarantees with high probability that the algorithm terminates. In the ase of failure, the proto ol
never terminates (but if it terminates, then the IDs are guaranteed to be unique). A Las-Vegas
algorithm for PIP is one whi h has nite expe ted time for termination (again, where termination is
su h that the uniqueness is guaranteed). Note that a Las-Vegas algorithm must have probability 1 for
termination.
Previous Work. Symmetry breaking is one of the better-studied problems in the theory of dis-

tributed systems (for example, see [4, 10, 5, 1℄). The Pro essor Identity Problem where errors are
forbidden was rst de ned by Lipton and Park in [13℄. Their formulation (motivated by a real-life
system) ontains two additional requirements. First, they require that the algorithm would work regardless of the initial state of the shared memory; in other words, the initial ontents of the shared
registers is arbitrary (the \dirty memory" model). Se ondly, they require that upon termination, the
4

set of IDs output by the algorithm is exa tly the set f1; : : : ; ng. In [13℄, Lipton and Park give a solution
that for any given integer L  0 uses O(Ln2 ) shared bits and terminates in O(Ln2 ) time with probability 1 L , for some onstant < 1. Using our terminology, the proto ol in [13℄ is Monte-Carlo, i.e.,
failure results in a non-terminating exe ution. In [16℄, Teng gives an improved Monte-Carlo algorithm
for PIP. Teng's algorithm uses O(n log2 n) shared bits, and guarantees, with probability 1 1=n (for
a onstant > 0), running time of O(n log2 n). Both algorithms [13, 16℄ have the interesting property
that their out ome depends only on the oin- ips made by the pro esses, and it is independent of the
order in whi h the pro esses take steps.
Con urrently with our work, Ege ioglu and Singh [8℄ have obtained a Las-Vegas algorithm for PIP
that works in O(n7 ) expe ted time using O(n4 ) shared bits.
All the above algorithms require knowledge of the number of pro esses, i.e., n is dire tly used in
the spe i ation of the proto ols.
Our Results and Their Interpretation. In this work, we present tight positive and negative

results des ribing the onditions under whi h the Las-Vegas Pro essor Identity Problem an be solved.
On the positive side, we give the rst Las-Vegas algorithm for PIP in the read-write registers model.
This proto ol improves on all previous proto ols simultaneously in termination probability, running
time, and spa e requirement. Spe i ally, the proto ol terminates in (optimal) O(log n) expe ted
time, using shared spa e of size O(n) bits.1 As in the original formulation of PIP, the proto ol has the
ni e features that it works in the dirty memory model, and that upon termination the given names
onstitute exa tly the set f1; : : : ; ng. Our algorithm is developed in a sequen e of re nement steps,
introdu ing a few te hniques whi h may be of interest in their own right. For example, we obtain,
as a by-produ t, a simple and eÆ ient proto ol for the dynami model: In the dynami model, the
spe i ation of PIP is modi ed on one hand to allow for a dynami ally hanging set of parti ipating
pro esses, and on the other hand it is only required that if no pro ess joins the system for suÆ iently
long time, then eventually the IDs stabilize on unique values (termination is impossible in this ase,
as is implied by our negative results below).
The orre tness of our algorithms relies ru ially on a few assumptions. First, we assume that the
exe ution has an oblivious s hedule, i.e., the order in whi h pro esses take steps does not depend on
the history of the unfolding exe ution. Se ondly, for the terminating (non-dynami ) algorithm, we
require that n, the number of parti ipating pro esses, is known in advan e and an be used by the
proto ol.
Our negative results show that the assumptions we made are a tually ne essary for any Las-Vegas
proto ol for PIP, even if the shared memory is initialized. First, we prove that any Las-Vegas proto ol
that solves PIP must know n pre isely in advan e, even if the s hedule is oblivious. This result implies
that no Las-Vegas proto ol an tolerate even a single rash failure, or a fortiori be wait-free: this
follows from the fa t that a proto ol that tolerates rash failures an work whether the number of
non- rashed pro esses is n or n 1. Our main negative result on erns the nature of the s hedules.
We show that even if n is known, there is no nite-state Las-Vegas proto ol for PIP whi h works for
1

In our algorithm, some registers are of size

O(log n) bits, whereas the algorithms of [13, 16, 8℄ uses only single-bit

registers.
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adaptive s hedules,

i.e., in the ase where an adversary an de ide whi h pro ess moves next, based
on the history of the shared variables during the exe ution. This impossibility result is omplemented
by a Las-Vegas proto ol for PIP whi h works for any (fair) s hedule|using unbounded spa e. We
believe that the te hnique developed to prove this lower bound may be appli able for other distributed
Las-Vegas problems.
We also prove that the running time of any Las-Vegas algorithm for PIP is (log n). We omplete
the pi ture by onsidering a mu h stronger omputational model, where in a single indivisible step a
pro ess an read a shared register and update its value. For this model, we show that there exists a
deterministi proto ol for PIP whi h uses a single shared variable with only 7 di erent values.
There are several ways to interpret our results. For instan e, we now understand why the algorithms
of [13, 16℄ have positive probability of non-termination: this follows from the fa t that these algorithms
are indi erent to the s hedule. In other words, the algorithms have the same out ome even if the
s hedule were adaptive, and hen e, by our impossibility result for adaptive s hedules, they must have
positive probability of non-termination. Another interpretation of our results is that in the Las-Vegas
model, one an have either a bounded spa e proto ol, or a proto ol whi h is resilient to arbitrary
adversaries, but not both. Our omplexity results imply that our algorithm is optimal in terms of
time. It an also be shown that the time-spa e produ t of any algorithm for PIP satis es T S = (n)
[15℄, whi h implies that our algorithm is nearly optimal in terms of spa e. We leave open the question
whether a sublinear-spa e algorithm exists.
Organization of This Paper. We start, in Se tion 2, with a des ription of the models we
onsider. In Se tion 3 we develop algorithms for PIP in the read-write model. In Se tion 4 we derive
impossibility results. Finally, in Se tion 5, we dis uss PIP in the read-modify-write model.
2

The Asyn hronous Read-Write Shared Memory Model

Our basi model is the asyn hronous shared-memory distributed system. Below, we give a de nition
of the formal underlying system: in spe ifying algorithms, we shall use a higher-level pseudo- ode,
that is straightforward to translate into the formalism below.
We start by de ning a general system.
A system is a set of m registers fr1 ; : : : ; rm g and n pro esses fp1 ; : : : ; pn g. Ea h register rj has an
asso iated set of primitive elements alled values. Ea h pro ess pi has an asso iated set of primitive
elements alled lo al states. A global state of the system is an assignment of values to registers and
lo al states to pro esses. For a global state s, a pro ess pi and a register rj , s(pi ) denotes the lo al
state of pi is s, and s(rj ) denotes the value of rj in s. A transition spe i ation of the system is a
set of n probabilisti fun tions f1 ; : : : ; n g from global states to global states, where ea h fun tion is
asso iated with a distin t pro ess. (Re all that for PIP, we require that all the i 's are identi al.)
The distributed nature of a system is aptured by pla ing appropriate restri tions on the transition
spe i ation. In this paper, we are mainly interested in the read-write shared memory model, where
the transition spe i ations satisfy the following ondition.2
2
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De nition 2.1 A system is a read-write shared registers system if for i = 1; : : : ; n, for all transitions
s0 = i (s), one of the following holds true.
There exists a register rj su h that s(pk ) = s0 (pk ) for all k
l, and s0 (pi ) is a probabilisti fun tion of s(pi ) and s(rj ).

 Read rj :

6= i, s(rl ) = s0(rl ) for all

 Write rj : There exists a register rj su h that s(pk ) = s0(pk ) for all k 6= i, s(rl ) = s0(rl ) for all
l=
6 j , s0(pi ) is a probabilisti fun tion of s(pi), and s0(rj ) is a probabilisti fun tion of s(pi).
A terminating state of pro ess pi is a state whose asso iated transition fun tion for pi is the identity
fun tion (deterministi ally).
The de nitions above are quite general. For the Pro essor Identity Problem, we require that all
pro essors have the same transitions fun tions, and the same initial state.
Given the de nition above, we model an exe ution of a system by a sequen e of states, where in
ea h step, one pro ess applies its transition fun tion to yield the next state. To model worst- ase
asyn hrony, we assume that the s hedule of whi h pro ess takes the next step is under the ontrol of
an adversary (we shall hen eforth use the terms \s hedule" and \adversary" inter hangeably). Two
types of adversaries are onsidered in this work, de ned as follows.
De nition 2.2 Let S be a system with n pro esses. An oblivious adversary for S is an in nite sequen e
of elements of f1; : : : ; ng. An adaptive adversary for S is a fun tion mapping nite sequen es of shared
memory states to f1; : : : ; ng.

Intuitively, an oblivious adversary ommits itself to the order in whi h pro esses are s heduled to
take steps oblivious to the a tual exe ution, while an adaptive adversary observes the values of shared
registers (whi h may depend on out omes of past oin- ips) and hooses whi h pro ess to s hedule
next, based on the unfolding exe ution. (Note that the adaptive adversary is not allowed \to peek"
at the lo al states of pro esses: this weakening of the adversary the impossibility result stronger.) In
addition, we impose a general restri tion on both types of adversaries, namely, they must be fair ;
this means, in our ontext, that in every exe ution ea h non-terminated pro ess must be eventually
s heduled to take a step.
2.1

Time Complexity

To measure time in the asyn hronous read-write model, we use the normalizing assumption that ea h
pro ess takes at least one step (either a read or a write) every one time unit. More pre isely, the rst
time unit is the shortest pre x of the exe ution whi h ontains at least one step of ea h pro essor;
the following time units are de ned indu tively. (Our de nition of a time unit is also alled an
asyn hronous round|see [14, 2℄ for more referen es.) The exe utions are ompletely asyn hronous,
i.e., the pro esses have no a ess to lo ks, and the notion of \time" is used only for the purpose of
analysis (our notion of a time unit is sometimes alled an \asyn hronous round"). Using this time
next a

ess of any pro ess (either a

read or a write) is determined. We remark that this modeling is done for onvenien e

only and has no essential impa t on our results.
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s ale, we de ne the running time of an algorithm to be the worst- ase time (over all fair s hedules) in
whi h the last pro ess rea hes a terminating state, and in nity if some pro ess never terminates.
3

A Solution for the Pro essor Identity Problem

In this se tion we present a proto ol that solves the Pro essor Identity Problem in the asyn hronous
shared memory model. We develop the algorithm in a few steps. First, we present a dynami algorithm,
i.e., an algorithm whi h works for a dynami ally hanging set of pro esses. The dynami algorithm is
non-terminating: we only show that the set of IDs assigned to pro esses stabilizes on unique values.
Next, we augment the dynami algorithm with a termination-dete tion me hanism; the resulting
algorithm works in the stati ase, where the set of the parti ipating pro esses is xed, and their
number, n, is known in advan e. Adding termination dete tion in urs only a onstant blowup in
asymptoti omplexity: the stati algorithm halts in O(log n) expe ted time units, and uses O(n)
shared registers. Finally, we extend the algorithm to solve the Pro essor Identity Problem in the dirty
memory model.
Our terminating proto ols work under the assumptions that n is known in advan e, and that
the s hedule is oblivious. We shall show in Se tion 4 that both assumptions are ne essary to ensure
termination with probability 1.
3.1

A Dynami

Algorithm for PIP

We rst onsider a dynami setting, where pro esses may start and stop taking steps during the
exe ution of the algorithm. More pre isely, we assume that the exe ution is in nite, and that in ea h
given point in the exe ution of the system, there is a set of a tive pro esses. While a pro ess is a tive,
it takes at least one step every time unit. Ina tive pro esses do not take steps. In this model, the
task of a PIP algorithm is to assign unique IDs to a tive pro esses, provided that the set of a tive
pro esses does not hange for a suÆ iently long time interval. In this se tion, we present and analyze
a dynami algorithm for a system with n pro esses whi h uses O(n) shared bits. If at a given time the
set of a tive pro esses stops hanging and it ontains m a tive pro esses, the proto ol will stabilize in
O(log m) time units.
The dynami model here serves two goals. First, it may be of value on its own right, depending
on the system requirements. Se ondly, it allows us to isolate the problem of symmetry breaking from
the diÆ ulty of termination dete tion.
Pseudo- ode for the dynami algorithm is given in Figure 1. Intuitively, the idea in the algorithm
is as follows. While a pro ess is a tive, it laims an ID, and repeatedly he ks it to verify that its ID
is not laimed by any other pro ess. If a pro ess dete ts a ollision on its laimed ID, it \ba ks o "
and hooses at random a new ID to laim.
The key property of the algorithm is that with a positive onstant probability, a ollision is dete ted
in O(1) time units. This is guaranteed as follows. Let n be the total number of pro esses in the system,
i.e., the maximum number of pro esses whi h an be a tive on urrently. We use a ve tor of N bit
registers in shared memory, where N =  n for some onstant > 1. Ea h register orresponds to a
8

Constants
n
N

: the total number of pro esses
:  n for some onstant > 1

Shared Variables
D
: a ve tor of

N

bits, initial value arbitrary

Lo al Variables
old sign : in f0; 1; ?g, initial value ?
ID
: output value in f0; : : : ; N

1g, initial value arbitrary

Shorthand
random (S ) : returns a random element of

S

Pro ess Code
1 repeat forever
2 either, with probability 1=2, do
3
D[ID ℄ old sign random (f0; 1g)
4 or, with probability 1=2, do
5
if old sign 6= D[ID ℄ then
6
old sign ?
7
ID random (f0; : : : ; N 1g)
8
D[ID ℄ old sign random (f0; 1g)

under the uniform distribution.

write a new signature and re ord its value
read signature and hoose new ID if signature hanged
no laim yet!
make a laim for new ID

Figure 1: A dynami algorithm for PIP (\a

b

x" means \b

x; a

x").

parti ular ID: the index of that register. In ea h iteration of the loop, a pro ess pi either reads the
register orresponding to its laimed ID, or writes it (the hoi e between the alternatives is random). If
pi writes, it writes a random signature : a signature is a bit drawn independently at random whenever
the pro ess signs. The value of the last signature is re orded in the lo al memory of pi . If pi hooses
to read, it examines the ontents of the register to see whether it has hanged sin e the last time pi
signed it. If a hange is dete ted, then pi on ludes that another pro ess laims the same ID pi laims,
or, in other words, that pi 's ID gives rise to a ollision. In this ase pi hooses a new ID uniformly
at random from f0; : : : ; N 1g, and signs it randomly. If no hange was dete ted when pi reads, it
pro eeds dire tly to the next iteration.
We now analyze the dynami algorithm. Assume that there exists a suÆx of the exe ution in
whi h there is a xed set of m a tive pro esses. In the following analysis, we restri t our attention to
that suÆx only. The orre tness of the algorithm is stated in the theorem below.
Theorem 3.1 With probability 1 m (1) , the set of IDs has stabilized on unique values after O(log m)
time units of exe ution of the dynami algorithm. Moreover, the expe ted stabilization time is O(log m)
as well.

To prove the theorem, we rst make a few notions pre ise.
De nition 3.1 For a given global state:

9





An a tive pro ess pi is said to
An ID j is alled
A

ollision

unique

laim

an ID j if ID i = j and old sign i 6= ?.

if it is laimed by exa tly one pro ess.

is said to o ur at an ID j if j is laimed by more than one pro ess.

Note that by the ode, a pro ess laims an ID only after it has written to D[ID ℄.
We an now state and prove the following lemma, whi h is the basi probabilisti result we use.
Lemma 3.2 There exist onstants 0 < q;  < 1 and a natural number K su h that for any global state
s, if k  K pro esses laim non-unique IDs at s, then with probability at least 1 qk , in O(1) time
units at least k of these pro esses hoose a new ID.

Proof: Assume without loss of generality that pro esses P = fp1 ; : : : ; pk g laim IDs J = fj1 ; : : : ; jl g
at state s, where ea h ID in J is laimed by at least two pro esses in P . Let  denote the segment of
the exe ution whi h starts at s and ends when all pro esses in P omplete an iteration. Clearly,  is
exe uted in O(1) time units. By the ode, if a pro ess laims an ID, it will a ess the orresponding
entry in
D D in the
E following iteration. We now restri t our attention to a parti ular ID j 2 J . Let
j j
jj = a1 ; a2 : : : be the sequen e of pro essor steps obtained from  by leaving only the rst a ess
to D[j ℄ by ea h pro ess in P (throughout the dis ussion, \a ess" means \either read or write"). For
a given step aji , let p(aji ) be the pro ess whi h takes step aji . Let Xij be a random variable having
value 1 if pro ess p(aji ) hooses a new ID at step aji , and 0 otherwise. First, we laim that
h
i
Pr Xij = 1 j i > 1  18
(1)
To see this, onsider the pair of steps aji 1 ; aji . Sin e p(aji 1 ) 6= p(aji ), the probability that p(aji ) hooses
a new ID at step aji is at least the probability that (i) step aji 1 is a write of a value di erent than
old sign of p(aji ), and that (ii) step aji is a read. By the ode, (i) o urs with probability 1/4, and (ii)
o urs with probability 1/2. By the assumption that the s hedule is oblivious, we have that (i) and
(ii) are independent, and Eq. (1) follows.
Next, let fYsg1
s=1 be a sequen e of independent identi ally distributed Bernoulli random variables
with Pr[Ys = 1℄ = 81 . We laim that for any  > 0 we have that
2

3

Pr 4

X
j 2J ; i1

j
2i

X < 5

2

k=3
X

3

 Pr 4 Ys < 5
s=1

(2)

To see this, onsider the pairs of steps aj2i ; aj2i 1 for all i; j for whi h this pair of steps is de ned. First
we argue that there are at least k=3 su h pairs: for ea h ID j 2 J , let z j be the number of pro esses
whi h laim j ; the number of (aj2i ; aj2i 1 ) pairs is therefore z2  z3 sin e zj  2. In addition, the
a esses of di erent pairs are disjoint, and hen e independent. Eq. (2) therefore follows from Eq. (1).
Now, using the Cherno bound we have that
j

2

Pr 4

k=3
X
s=1

j

3

Ys <

k5

(k) :
32  e
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(3)

Hen e, for all k  K for an appropriately large K , and for some 0 < q < 1, we get from Eq. (2,3) that
2

Pr 4

X
j 2J ; i1

3

X2ji <

k5

k
32  q :

The lemma, with  = 1=32, follows from the fa t hthat
the probabilityithat less than   k of the k
P
olliding pro esses hoose a new ID is less than Pr j 2J;i1 X2ji <   k .
We state the following simple fa t for later referen e.
Lemma 3.3 There exists a onstant 0 > 0 independent of n su h that whenever a pro ess hooses a
new ID, this ID is unique with probability at least 0 .

Proof: Re all that by the ode, N =

 n for some onstant > 1. The lemma follows for

0 = 1,

sin e the number of laimed IDs is never more than n, and a new ID is hosen at random among N
possibilities.
The following property of the algorithm will be entral in making it terminating (see Se tion 3.2
below).

Lemma 3.4 If an ID is laimed at a given global state in an exe ution of the algorithm, then it
remains laimed throughout the exe ution.

Proof: By de nition, an ID is laimed only if its orresponding D entry was written by a pro ess. By

the ode, at all states of an exe ution, the last pro ess to write the entry laims the orresponding ID.

We an now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Let K be determined as in Lemma 3.2. Consider the exe utions in segments
of length O(1) time units, where the exa t length is determined by Lemma 3.2. We rst laim that
with probability at least 1 m (1) , after O(log m) su h segments, there are no more than K olliding
pro esses. This follows from Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and the Cherno bound: Consider a segment, and let k
be the number of olliding pro esses when it starts. Let ; q be as in Lemma 3.2. Then by Lemma 3.2,
if k > K , then with probability at least 1 qk , k of the olliding pro esses will hoose a new ID. By
Lemma 3.3 and the Cherno bound, for some 1 > 1= 0 , at least k= 1 of the olliding pro esses will
hoose a new ID with probability at least 1 q (k) . Noti e that if the number of olliding pro esses
is redu ed by a fa tor of = 1 < 1 at least log log1 mlog  = (log m) times, then it is redu ed to a
onstant, sin e the initial number of olliding pro esses is at most m. It follows that the expe ted
number of segments until the number of pro esses is at most 1 K is at most O(log m). To establish
the high probability laim, note that the sum of (log m) Bernoulli variables, ea h having value 1 with
probability 1 qK , is, by the Cherno bound, at least (1 qK ) log m = (log m), with probability at
least 1 m (1) .
Thus we have shown that with high probability, in O(log m) time units, the number of olliding
pro esses is redu ed to a onstant (we annot apply Lemma 3.2 when the number of ollisions is less
than K ). To omplete the proof, note that if in a given state, the number of olliding pro esses is
bounded by a onstant, then with some onstant positive probability all pro esses will laim unique
IDs in O(1) time units. This follows from the fa t that with onstant positive probability, ea h ollision
11

is dete ted within O(1) time units, and by Lemma 3.3 a unique ID will be hosen.
3.2

A Las-Vegas Proto ol for PIP

The next step in the development of the algorithm is to make the proto ol terminating. To this end,
we add the extra assumption that the number of parti ipating pro esses is known in advan e (thus
disallowing pro ess rashes). In this se tion we assume that all shared registers are properly initialized.
The termination dete tion me hanism is based on the observation that the set of laimed IDs is
a non-de reasing fun tion of time in ea h exe ution (Lemma 3.4). Therefore, it suÆ es to have a
non-perfe t me hanism to determine whether an ID is laimed: a me hanism whi h dete ts laimed
IDs only eventually, so long as it never dete ts erroneously a non- laimed ID. This way, when a pro ess
dete ts n laimed IDs, it an safely dedu e that the set of laimed IDs has stabilized on unique values.
Informally, this is done as follows. We embed a dlog N e-depth binary tree in the shared memory,
where the leaves orrespond to the set of N possible IDs. The idea is that ea h tree node v would
ontain the number of laimed IDs whose orresponding leaves are in the subtree rooted by v. To
this end, ea h pro ess repeatedly traverses the path in the tree whi h starts at the leaf orresponding
to the urrent ID it laims and ends at the root node; during this traversal, the pro ess writes in
ea h node the sum of the hildren. The riterion for exiting the loop is that the root holds the value
n, whi h indi ates that the set of laimed IDs has stabilized on unique values. Note that pro esses
may overwrite ea h other's values: some extra are has to be exerted in order to avoid losing a value
permanently.
For the tree nodes, we use the following notation.
De nition 3.2 Let T be a omplete binary tree of 2h leaves. Let 0  i  2h 1, and let 0  `  h.
Then:




root T denotes the root of T .




left T (i; `

an estor T (i; `) denotes the level ` an estor of the ith leaf. Level
i, an estor T (i; h) = root T .

0 nodes are leaves, and for all

1) denotes the left hild of an estor T (i; `).
right T (i; ` 1) denotes the right hild of an estor T (i; `).

In Figure 2 we present pseudo- ode for the termination dete tion algorithm alone (sum hildren S
is presented as a subroutine for later referen e). One problem with the summation tree is to avoid
overwriting values of pro esses whi h may halt. This is solved by a two-phase omputation in the
sum hildren subroutine (used also in later versions of the algorithm, see Figure 4). The only onne tions of the termination dete tion algorithm of Figure 2 with the dynami algorithm of Figure 1 is
that the latter determines ID , and the former determines when to halt.
We now state and prove the main properties of the algorithm in Figure 2 (the sum hildren
shorthand will also be used later). Sin e in this algorithm we have only a single tree, we omit the T
subs ript in the analysis. We start with a property of the sum hildren subroutine.
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Shared Variables
T
: a omplete binary tree of height

dlog e, initially all nodes are 0
N

Lo al Variables
ID
: laimed ID, ontrolled by the algorithm in Figure 1
Shorthand
sum hildren S (i; `) 
read
1s if ` = 0 then an estor S (i; `) 1
2s else
3s
ount left S (i; ` 1) + right S (i; `
4s
an estor S (i; `)
ount
5s
ount
left S (i; ` 1) + right S (i; `
6s
if ount > ount then
7s
ount
ount
8s
go to 4s
0

hildren of an estor S ( ) and write their sum in an estor S ( )
a leaf
i; `

1)

i; `

ount ; ount

0

are temporary variables

1)

0

0

Code
1 ` 0
2 while root T < n
3
sum hildren T (ID ; `)
4
`
(` + 1) mod (dlog N e + 1)
5 halt

Figure 2: Termination dete tion algorithm
Lemma 3.5 Let 0  i < N , and let 0  ` < dlog N e. If in a given exe ution the values of left (i; `)
and right (i; `) stop hanging at time t0 , and if an estor (i; ` + 1) is written at some time t0 + O(1),
then the value of an estor (i; ` + 1) stops hanging at time t0 + O(1), and the stable values satisfy
an estor (i; ` + 1) = left (i; `) + right (i; `).
Proof: Let w denote the last step in the exe ution in whi h either left (i; `) or right (i; `) hanges.
Clearly, w is a write step.

Call a write to a node orre t if it writes the sum of the stable values of its two hildren. Consider
any write to an estor (i; ` + 1) at time t > t0 . By the ode, su h a write is done by the subroutine
sum hildren . Note that ea h write of line 4s to an estor (i; ` + 1) is pre eded by reading left (i; `) and
right (i; `) either in line 3s or in line 5s. Let d be the maximal time whi h an elapse between a read
in lines 3s or 5s and the subsequent write of line 4s. Clearly, d = O(1). Note that if t t0 > d, the
value written by that step must be orre t, sin e the values read by the writing pro ess must have
been read after left (i; `) and right (i; `) have stabilized. So suppose that t t0  d. We show that if
the value written to an estor (i; ` + 1) at time t is in orre t, the orre t value will be written in O(1)
additional time units (see Figure 3). Suppose that a pro ess q writes an estor (i; ` + 1) in orre tly at
time t (step 3 in Figure 3). Sin e the write is line 4s of the ode, q subsequently reads left (i; `) and
right (i; `) by line 5s (step 4 in Figure 3). Sin e these reads o ur after the orresponding values have
stabilized, the result stored in ount 0 is larger than the value q has written into an estor (i; ` + 1), and
hen e q would go ba k to line 4s and write the orre t value in an estor (i; ` + 1) (step 5 in Figure 3).
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1. Pro ess q reads left (i; `) and right (i; `) before they stabilize.
2. Step w (time t0 ): pro ess p writes so that left (i; `) and right (i; `) be ome stable and orre t.
3. Pro ess q writes an estor (i; ` + 1) in orre tly (time t).
4. Pro ess q reads left (i; `) and right (i; `).
5. Pro ess q writes an estor (i; ` + 1) orre tly.

Figure 3: A summary of the s enario des ribed in the proof of Lemma 3.5. There an be at most O(1)
time units between steps 2 and 5 above.
Clearly, this write o urs in time t + O(1) = t0 + O(1).
Next we prove a simple property of the summation pro ess.
Lemma 3.6 If at state s we have an estor (i; `) = v, then in s, at least v IDs are laimed among the
IDs orresponding to leaves in the subtree rooted at an estor (i; `).
Proof: First, note that if an estor (i; `) is never written, then its ontents is 0 by the initialization.
So suppose that an estor (i; `) is written at some point. We prove the lemma in this ase by indu tion
on the levels. For ` = 0 the lemma follows from Lemma 3.4, the de nition of sum hildren (i; 0) for
a pro ess laiming ID i, and the assumption that the leaves of the tree are initialized by the value
0. Consider now ` > 0: when the ontents of an estor (i; `) is written in line 3, it is the sum of
l = left (i; ` 1) as read in a prior state s0 , and of r = right (i; ` 1) as read in another prior state s00 .
Sin e left (i; ` 1) and right (i; ` 1) are at level ` 1, and sin e the number of laimed IDs in any set
is non-de reasing by Lemma 3.4, it follows from the indu tion hypothesis that at state s there are at
least l + r laimed IDs in the subtree rooted by an estor (i; `).
We an now summarize the properties of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.7 There exists an algorithm for the Pro essor Identity Problem for n pro esses with
expe ted running time O(log n), whi h requires O(n) shared bits.
Proof: The algorithm onsists of running the algorithm of Figure 1 in parallel to the algorithm of

Figure 2, using the following rule: after ea h memory a ess of the termination dete tion algorithm,
it is suspended and a omplete iteration of the dynami algorithm of Figure 1 is exe uted; if the
laimed ID has hanged, then the termination dete tion algorithm is resumed at line 1 of Figure 2,
and otherwise it is resumed wherever it was suspended. The ombined algorithm halts when the
termination dete tion algorithm halts.
Obviously, the only e e t on the algorithm of Figure 1 is a onstant slowdown and hen e Theorem
3.1 holds for the ombined algorithm as well. For the termination dete tion part, it is straightforward
to verify that Lemma 3.6 holds in the ombined algorithm. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that after
O(log n) expe ted time units, all laimed IDs are unique, and hen e all leaves of the summation tree
have stabilized by Lemma 3.4. Noting also that by the ode, O(1) time units after a node an estor (i; `)
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have stabilized its parent an estor (i; ` +1) will be written (at least by the same pro ess whi h stabilized
an estor (i; `)), we an apply Lemma 3.5 indu tively, and dedu e that after O(log n) additional time
units, the root of the summation tree ontains n, and the algorithm halts.
To on lude the analysis of the algorithm, we bound the size of the shared spa e used. The ollision
dete tion part uses N bits of the D array. The termination dete tion algorithm uses N=2` registers
of 2` + 1 states for ea h level 0  `  dlog N e of the tree, and hen e the total number of shared bits
used in the summation is
logX
2N
(` + 1)N

1
X

`+1

1
X

!2

= 4N :
2` = N `=0 2
Therefore, the overall number of shared bits required by the algorithm is less than N + 4N = O(n).
`=0

2`

< N

`

`=0

We remark that one an use the summation tree onstru ted by the termination dete tion algorithm
to determine, for ea h pro ess, what is the rank of its nal ID among all nal IDs, thereby ompa ting
the set of IDs to f1; : : : ; ng. This an be done by ea h pro essor individually in additional O(log n)
time units, similarly to the pre x sums algorithm [12℄. We omit the details.
3.3

Las-Vegas proto ol for PIP in the Dirty Memory Model

The algorithm as des ribed in Theorem 3.7 works under the assumption that all memory entries are
initialized. In this se tion we explain how to adapt the algorithm to work in the dirty memory model,
where the initial ontents of the shared memory is arbitrary.
For the ollision dete tion, observe that the algorithm in Figure 1 works even if the shared memory
is not initialized: this is true be ause the rst a ess of a pro ess to a shared register is always a write
step. The termination dete tion algorithm, however, requires an initialized memory. One approa h is
to initialize the whole memory as a preliminary step. This approa h (used in previous papers) takes
a very long time: we have (n) shared registers, and we annot divide the initialization task between
the pro esses before we an distinguish among them. The approa h we take here is to do \lazy"
initialization.
Spe i ally, we modify the termination dete tion algorithm as follows. We maintain two summation
trees, whi h we all the rst and se ond tree (T 1 and T 2 in Figure 4). The rst tree is used as in
Se tion 3.2, with the following modi ation: ea h pro ess maintains a lo al image of the rst tree,
in whi h it indi ates whether ea h register is known to be \ lean": initially, all registers are marked
\dirty". Whenever the pro ess writes to a register in the rst tree, it marks the register \ lean" in its
lo al image. Whenever a pro ess is about to read a register from the rst tree, it he ks whether the
register is marked \dirty"; if so, the pro ess rst writes 0 in that register and marks it \ lean." Then
the pro ess pro eeds to read that register. If the register is already marked \ lean," then the pro ess
pro eeds to read it immediately. The onsequen e of this modi ation is that no uninitialized register
is ever read; however, some meaningful values may be overwritten, but never with values greater than
their \ orre t" values. Sin e the pro esses keep re-writing their leaf-root paths in the rst tree, it
follows that O(log n) time units after all laimed IDs be ome unique, a value of n will be written at
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the root of the rst tree. The problem now is that if a pro ess will halt ompletely after reading n at
the root of the rst tree, some values on its leaf-root path may be overwritten (by a late initializing
pro ess) and never re overed.
Shared Variables
T 1; T 2
: omplete binary trees of height

dlog e
N

Lo al Variables
ID
: laimed ID, ontrolled by the algorithm in Figure 1
seen
: a Boolean ag, initially false
T0
: a omplete binary tree of dlog N e, initially all dirty
Additional Shorthand
wipe (i; `) 
initialize entries if ne
an estor T0 (i; `)
lean
if ` > 0 and right T0 (i; ` 1) = dirty then
right T0 (i; ` 1)
lean
right T1 (i; ` 1) 0
if ` > 0 and left T0 (i; ` 1) = dirty then
lean
left T0 (i; ` 1)
left T1 (i; ` 1) 0
Code
1 ` 0
2 root T1 0, root T2 0
3 while root T2 < n
4
if :seen then
5
if root T1 = n then
6
seen true
7
for h = 0; : : : ; dlog N e 1 do right T2 (ID ; h)
8
if seen then
9
sum hildren T2 (ID ; `)
10
else
11
wipe (ID ; `)
12
sum hildren T1 (ID ; `)
13
`
(` + 1) mod (dlog N e + 1)
14 halt

ever read at root T1 ?
was an estor T1 ( ) written?
n

i; `

essary before doing sum hildren T1 ( )
an estor T1 ( ) will be written

left T2 (ID ; h)

i; `

i; `

0
no need to wipe if seen

Figure 4: Code for termination dete tion with dirty shared memory
To over ome this problem, we apply the tree-summation algorithm of Figure 2 to the se ond tree.
However, this tree ounts something di erent, and we use a di erent initialization strategy for it.
Spe i ally, the se ond tree is used to ount how many pro esses have seen n at the root of the rst
tree. When a pro ess sees n at the root of the rst tree, it starts working on the se ond tree using the
same leaf, while still working on the rst tree in parallel, i.e., it takes alternating steps in working on
the trees. The point is that on e some pro ess reads n at the root of the rst tree, the set of laimed
IDs has stabilized, whi h implies that all pro esses have their leaf-root paths xed for the remainder
of the exe ution. Sin e the leaf-root path used in the se ond tree is exa tly the same path used in
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the rst tree, it suÆ es that ea h pro ess will initialize this path only on e, before it performs any
omputation on the se ond tree. This in turn implies that on e a value of n is written at the root of
the se ond tree, it will never be erased by any pro ess, and thus all pro esses will eventually halt.
The full ode is given in Figure 4. In the following dis ussion, PIA denotes the algorithm presented
in Se tions 3.1 and 3.2, and PIB denotes the modi ed algorithm for the dirty memory model. We now
analyze PIB. Call the steps in PIB whi h zero out dirty registers pseudo initialization steps (these are
the steps of subroutine wipe and the steps taken in line 7 of Figure 4).
The main idea is to redu e the exe utions of PIB to exe utions of PIA. One simple property of
PIB is the following.
Lemma 3.8 For any exe ution of PIB there exists an exe ution of PIA su h that the values written
by PIB in the rst tree are at most the values written by PIA in the summation tree.

Proof: Given an exe ution  of PIB, onstru t an exe ution of 0 PIA by omitting all pseudo-

initialization steps and keeping all the random hoi es. We laim, by indu tion on the length of
, that the values written and read in non pseudo-initialization steps of  are not greater than the
orresponding values in 0 . This follows from the fa t that ea h value written by the algorithm is the
sum of two values read in the past; ea h su h value is either written in a non pseudo-initialization
step, where the indu tion applies, or otherwise it is 0. The laim follows, sin e any value ever written
by PIA is non-negative.
A dire t orollary of Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.6 is the following.
Lemma 3.9 If a pro ess reads v at state s from an estor T1 (i; `), then in s, at least v IDs are laimed
among the IDs orresponding to the leaves of the tree rooted at an estor T1 (i; `).
A similar property holds for the se ond tree.
Lemma 3.10 If a pro ess reads v at state s from an estor T2 (i; `), then in s, at least v pro esses have
read the value n from root T1 .

Proof: By the ode, a pro ess reads the value 1 in the ith leaf of the se ond tree only if a pro ess
laiming ID i has read n at the root of the rst tree. Sin e pro esses read only initialized values in

the se ond tree, the lemma follows by indu tion on the levels.
The ru ial property whi h ensures the orre tness of PIB is the following.

Lemma 3.11 There are no pseudo-initialization steps after the rst time that a pro ess reads n from
root T2 .

Proof: By Lemma 3.10, if any pro ess reads root T2 = n, then all pro esses have read root T1 = n.
By the ode, after a pro ess reads root T1 = n, it does not take any pseudo-initialization steps in

the rst tree. And sin e no pro ess marks its leaf in the se ond tree as 1 before it ompletes its
pseudo-initialization steps in the se ond tree, the lemma follows.
We an on lude with the following theorem.

Theorem 3.12 There exists an algorithm for the Pro essor Identity Problem for n pro esses in the
dirty memory model with expe ted running time O(log n), whi h requires O(n) shared bits.
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Proof: As before, the algorithm onsists of inserting a omplete iteration of the algorithm of Figure

1 between any two memory a esses of the algorithm in Figure 4. It is not diÆ ult to verify that
Lemma 3.5 holds for the rst and se ond tree independently even with the initialization steps, using
the same arguments. We an on lude that O(log n) time units after the algorithm starts, the set of
laimed IDs will stabilize; by Lemma 3.11, after additional O(log n) time units all pro esses will read
a value of n in the root of the rst tree; additional O(log n) time units are required until all pro esses
nish initializing their respe tive leaf-root paths in the se onds tree; and after O(log n) additional time
units, all pro esses will halt with unique IDs.
4

Ne essary Conditions for Solving PIP

In this se tion we show that in the read-write model, no terminating algorithms exist for PIP if either
n is not known in advan e, or if the s hedule is adaptive. These results hold even in the ase where the
memory is initialized. We also argue that there is no proto ol for PIP that terminates in o(log n) time.
All these impossibility results are based on the intuitive observation that at least one of the pro esses
needs to \ ommuni ate" (not ne essarily dire tly) with all the other pro esses before termination. We
remark that this observation translates fairly easily into rigorous proofs of the time lower bound and
the ne essity of knowledge of n; the proof of impossibility for adaptive adversaries is more involved.
We analyze systems for PIP in terms of Markov hains [9℄. Consider a single pro ess taking steps
a ording to a given PIP algorithm, without interferen e of other pro esses. That pro ess an be
viewed as a Markov hain, whose state is hara terized by its lo al state and the state of the shared
memory. We represent this Markov hain as a dire ted graph, whose nodes are the states of the
Markov hain, and a dire ted edge onne ts two nodes i the probability of transition from one to
the other is positive. Given an algorithm A for PIP, this Markov hain is ompletely determined,
sin e by the symmetry ondition of PIP, the Markov graph does not depend on the a tual pro ess
we onsider. Hen eforth, we denote the graph orresponding to an algorithm A by GA , and we use
the terms \states" and \nodes" inter hangeably. One of the nodes ( alled sour e node ), orresponds
to the initial state of the system. (We assume a single initial state, whi h orresponds to non-dirty
memory. This only strengthens our negative results.) A node is alled rea hable if there is a dire ted
path to it from the sour e node. We relate nodes of the graph to global system state, with the notion
of extension : We say that a global state s extends a node s with respe t to a pro ess pi if the lo al
state of pi in s and the state of the shared memory in s are as in s, i.e., if s an be obtained from
s by proje ting out the lo al states of all pro esses but pi .
We start with a general lemma for PIP in the read-write model.
Lemma 4.1 Let s be any rea hable node in GA . If a global state s extends s with respe t to all
pro esses (whi h means that the lo al states of all pro esses in s are identi al to the lo al state portion
in s), then there exists an oblivious s hedule under whi h the system rea hes s with positive probability.
Proof: We show that the \round robin" s hedule satis es the requirement. Let s0 be the sour e node
in GA . We prove the lemma by indu tion on the distan e d of s from s0 in GA . The base ase, d = 0,
follows (with probability 1) from the symmetry requirement for PIP: s is the state where the shared
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memory is in the same state as in s, and all the pro esses are in the same lo al state as in s. For
the indu tive step, suppose that s is at distan e d + 1 from s0 . Let s0 be a node in GA at distan e
d from s0 , and su h that there is an edge from s0 to s in GA . Let s be the state of the system
whi h extends s0 with all pro esses having identi al lo al states. By the indu tive hypothesis, s is
rea hable with some probability > 0. By the de nition of GA , a global state whi h extends s with
respe t to pi is rea hable from s in a single step of pro ess pi , with some probability > 0, for all
1  i  n. Now onsider s heduling exa tly one step of ea h pro ess starting from state s . Sin e
the pro esses take their steps when they are in identi al lo al states, it must be the ase that they
either all read or all write in their respe tive additional step. Hen e, their steps annot in uen e one
another, whi h means that the probability distributions of their next state are independent. Therefore,
with probability n > 0; the global state s is rea hed, and the indu tive step is omplete.
Noti e that Lemma 4.1 holds even for in nite state algorithms (so long as no zero probability
transitions are ever taken).
Using Lemma 4.1, we an now prove the rst ne essary ondition for Las-Vegas PIP algorithms.
Theorem 4.2 There is no algorithm for PIP that terminates with probability 1 and works with unknown number of pro esses, even for oblivious s hedules.

Proof: By ontradi tion. Suppose, for simpli ity, that A works for n = 1 and n = 2. We argue that

in this ase, A annot terminate when run with a single pro ess. For suppose that A terminates: let
 be any terminating exe ution in whi h only one pro ess takes steps. By Lemma 4.1, there exists an
exe ution 0 of positive probability with two pro esses su h that both pro esses rea h the same state
as in the end of . But sin e the last state in  is a terminating state, we on lude that both pro esses
terminate in 0 , and sin e they are in identi al lo al states, they must have the same output value, a
ontradi tion to the uniqueness requirement.
Again, we remark that Theorem 4.2 holds also for in nite memory algorithms.
We now turn to onsider the ase of adaptive adversaries. Intuitively, an adaptive adversary pi ks
the pro esses to take steps based on the history of the system, or, more pre isely, on the history of
the shared portion of the system. (That is, the impossibility result below holds even if the adversary
has no a ess to the lo al states of the pro esses.) The following theorem implies that there is no
nite-state Las-Vegas algorithm under adaptive adversaries.
Theorem 4.3 There is no nite-state algorithm for the Pro essor Identity Problem that terminates
with probability 1 if the s hedule is adaptive, even if n is known.
Proof: By ontradi tion. Suppose that a given algorithm A terminates with probability 1. Then for
all  > 0 there exists T su h that the probability of A terminating in T or less time units is larger
than 1 . We derive a ontradi tion by showing that there exists 0 > 0 (that depends only on A and
n), su h that for any given time T , there exists an adaptive s hedule in whi h A annot terminate in
T time units with probability greater than 1 0 .

The idea, as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, is to keep the pro esses \hidden" from ea h other. For
simpli ity of presentation, let us onsider the ase of n = 2. The proof an be extended to an arbitrary
number of pro esses in a straightforward way.
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Our rst step is to de ompose the orresponding Markov hain into irredu ible sub hains. In
graph theoreti language, onsider the Markov graph GA : it is a dire ted graph; we de ompose it
into strongly- onne ted omponents. That is, we partition the nodes into equivalen e lasses (\strong
omponents"), su h that two nodes s and s0 are in the same lass if and only if there is a (possibly
empty) dire ted path in GA from s to s0 and from s0 to s. Given this de omposition, we de ne a
terminal omponent to be a strong omponent su h that no other omponent is rea hable from it.
Noti e that the existen e of terminal omponents in the Markov graph is guaranteed by the fa t that
the number of nodes in GA (i.e., the number of states of the algorithm A) is nite. Before we ontinue
with the proof of the theorem, we state a simple fa t whi h follows from the theory of Markov hains.
Claim. Let s be a state in a terminal omponent of GA , and let s be any global state that extends s
with respe t to some pro ess pi . Then for all 0  < 1 there exists a positive integer M , su h that
in an exe ution that starts at s and onsists of M steps of pi alone, s o urs again with probability
at least .

The state of a pro ess pi in an exe ution that starts from a state in a terminal
omponent, and in whi h only pi takes steps, an be represented by an irredu ible Markov hain. The
lemma follows from the fa t that for a nite irredu ible Markov hain, the expe ted re urren e time
of any state is nite.
The laim above gives rise to the following immediate orollary.
Proof of Claim:

Corollary 4.4 Let s be a state in a terminal omponent of GA , let s be any global state that extends
s with respe t to some pro ess pi , and let v be the state of the shared portion of s . Then for all < 1
there exists a positive integer M , su h that in an exe ution that starts at s and onsists of M steps
of pi alone, v o urs again with probability at least .

We now ontinue with the proof of Theorem 4.3, by des ribing a omplete strategy of an adaptive
adversary, given an algorithm A and a time bound T . First, an arbitrary rea hable state s in a terminal
omponent of GA is hosen. (This an be done sin e the algorithm ompletely hara terizes GA .) By
Lemma 4.1, there exists a s hedule su h that with some probability > 0, global state rea hed is a
global state s , in whi h all the pro esses are in the same lo al state as in s, and the shared memory is
in the same state as the shared portion of s. (This is a tually a round-robin s hedule whose number of
rounds is just the distan e of s from s0 in GA .) Next, we show that for any given time T , there is an
adaptive s hedule su h that the algorithm fails to terminate in T time units with probability greater
than =5.
We do this as follows. Let = 1 1=2T . Denote the state of the shared portion in s by v. The
adversary now lets p1 take steps (at least one) until the values of the shared variables are again as
spe i ed by v. This an be done sin e by our assumption that the adversary is adaptive, the adversary
an \see" when v re urs. When v re urs (if it does), the adversary lets p2 take steps (again, at least
one), until the on guration of the shared memory is v again. This an be done by the same reasoning
as for p1 . Noti e that now, p1 and p2 are not ne essarily in the same state; however, p2 is ompletely
\hidden" from p1 , sin e the shared memory is in exa tly the same state in whi h p1 stopped taking
steps. Therefore, the adversary an resume p1 now, and p1 must a t as if it is the only pro ess in the
system.
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This iterative pro edure of letting one pro ess take steps until v is rea hed and then swit hing to
the other pro ess is said to have su eeded if the number of onse utive steps taken by ea h pro ess is
not more than M , as obtained from Corollary 4.4. It follows that the probability of su ess for 2T
iterations (i.e., T intervals of steps for ea h pro ess) is at least
1 2T > 1
for T  1 ;
2T
5
sin e (1 x1 )x is monoti ally in reasing in x.
We an now omplete the proof of Theorem 4.3. We argue that for any given T > 0, using the
s hedule spe i ed above we get, with probability at least 0 = =5, an exe ution in whi h neither p1
nor p2 an terminate in T time units. This is true be ause with probability at least , s is rea hed,
and with probability greater than 1=5, on e s is rea hed, p1 and p2 remain \hidden" from ea h other
for T time units. Now we laim that termination of any of the pro esses in this exe ution implies a
ontradi tion: sin e p1 (say) did not observe any step of p2 , it follows that from the point of view
of p1 , there exists an indistinguishable exe ution  in whi h p2 is advan ing in \lo kstep" with p1 ,
maintaining symmetri al lo al state. If p1 terminates in the given exe ution, then in  p1 and p2
terminate also, violating the uniqueness requirement. Sin e the uniqueness property must be met
always, we have rea hed a ontradi tion.
To show the ne essity of the bounded spa e ondition in Theorem 4.3, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.5 There exists an unbounded-spa e algorithm for PIP that terminates with probability 1


2T = 1

under any fair adversary.

Shared Variables
D
: a ve tor of

N

integers, initially all 0

Lo al Variables
ID
: output value, initially random (f1; : : : ; N g)
old sign : an integer, initially 0
Code
0 D[i℄ 0 for all 0  i < N
1 repeat
2 either, with probability 1=2, do
3
D[ID ℄ old sign random (f0; 1g) + 2  old sign
4 or, with probability 1=2, do
5
if old sign 6= D[ID ℄ then
6
old sign ?
7
ID random (f0; : : : ; N 1g)
8
D[ID ℄ old sign random (f0; 1g) + 2  old sign
9 until j fi : D[i℄ 6= 0g j = n
9 ID j fi : D[i℄ 6= 0 and i  ID gj

append new signature

Figure 5: Unbounded spa e algorithm for PIP under any adversary.
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The proof onsists of an algorithm whi h uses a nite number of unbounded registers; the algorithm
is a simple variant of the dynami algorithm, where the ontents of ea h register is simply a omplete
history of all the random signatures. We present a simpli ed version of it in Figure 5, where all
shared registers are initialized by all pro esses, and termination is dete ted by s anning all the shared
registers. The analysis is very similar to the one presented in Se tion 3, and therefore omitted.
Our last result for this se tion is the simple observation that any algorithm for PIP requires (log n)
time units. The idea (underlying also the PRAM lower bound of Cook, Dwork and Reis huk [6℄) is
that information in this model annot propagate too fast.
Theorem 4.6 All algorithms for PIP (in luding Monte-Carlo algorithms) terminate in (log n) ex-

pe ted time.

Proof: We show that for any algorithm there exists a s hedule su h that the expe ted running time
under this s hedule is at least log n. Fix an exe ution. De ne the set of in uen ing pro esses for a
pro ess pi at state st , denoted Si (t), for all i and t, indu tively as follows. At the initial state, we de ne
Si (0) = fpi g for all i. Suppose now that Si(t0 ) is de ned for all the pro esses and all steps t0 < t, and
onsider the step at leading to state st . If at is a write step, then Si (t) = Si (t 1) for all i. If at is a read
step of a pro ess pk , say, let pj be the last pro ess that wrote to that register (if su h a pro ess exists),
and suppose that this write o urred at step aw . In this ase we de ne Sk (t) = Sk (t 1) [ Sj (w),
and Si (t) = Si (t 1) for all i 6= k. If no su h pj exists, de ne Si (t) = Si (t 1) for all i. Intuitively,

the in uen ing set of a pro ess at a state is the set of all pro esses that have ommuni ated with that
pro ess dire tly or indire tly.
We laim that in any given exe ution  of a algorithm for PIP, a pro ess may terminate only
when its in uen ing set is fp1 ; : : : ; pn g. The laim is proven by ontradi tion: Suppose that in some
exe ution , pi terminates at step t with pj 2= Si (t). Then there exists another positive-probability
exe ution 0 , indistinguishable from  for pi, in whi h pj has the same random hoi es as pi has, and
in whi h pi and pj advan e in lo kstep, i.e., pj takes a step immeditely following ea h step of pi .
Clearly, pi and pj maintain identi al lo al state in 0 , whi h in turn is identi al to the state of pi in
. Hen e termination of pi in  implies termination of pi and pj in 0 with the same output value, a
ontradi tion to the uniqueness requirement.
Now onsider the exe utions resulting from the round robin s hedule, where ea h step takes exa tly
one time unit. An easy indu tion on time shows that in these exe utions, jSi (t + 1)j  2jSi (t)j for all
pro esses pi and steps t. Sin e we must have jSi (t)j = n at the terminating state for all pro esses, we
on lude that the expe ted worst- ase running time of every algorithm for PIP is (log n).
Note that Theorem 4.6 holds even for unbounded spa e proto ols.
5

PIP and the Read-Modify-Write Model

In this se tion we give positive and negative results for PIP in the read-modify-write model. First,
we show that in this model, PIP an be solved deterministi ally using onstant size memory, under
any fair s hedule. This result should be ontrasted with the impossibility results of Theorems 4.2
and 4.3 for the read-write model. Our se ond result for this se tion shows that if the initial state
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Shared Variable
message : takes values from finit; ready; a ept; 0; 1; a k; endg, initially init
Lo al Variables
ID
: output value
mode
: takes values from fstart ; get ; seek ; give ; done g, initially start
rem ; k
: integers, initially 0
Code

repeat
ase mode
start:

if message = init then
mode

seek, ID

0, message

else if message = ready then

seek:
get:

give:

ready

mode get, ID 0, message a ept
if message = a ept then
mode give, message ID mod 2, rem bID =2
if message 2 f0; 1g then
ID ID + message  2k , k k + 1, message a k
else if message = end then
ID ID + 1, mode seek, message ready
if message = a k then
if rem 6= 0 then
message rem mod 2, rem brem =2
else mode done
message end

rst a ess for anyone
rst a ess for others
new pro ess dete ted
re eive last ID bit by bit
got the whole last ID
last bit re eived, transmit next one

end ase
until mode = done

Figure 6: Deterministi algorithm for PIP in the read-modify-write model, using a shared register
with 7 states. Ea h ase is exe uted atomi ally.
of the proto ol is arbitrary (i.e., if the self-stabilization model is assumed), then there is no proto ol
(in luding randomized proto ols), that solves PIP with probability 1. This result uses the te hnique
of Theorem 4.3.
Let us start with an informal des ription of a proto ol for PIP that uses log N bits, and then derive
our onstant-spa e proto ol. The proto ol using log N bits is trivial: the shared variable is used as a
ounter, or a\ti ket dispenser", in the following sense. When a pro ess enters the system, it a esses
the variable, takes its urrent value to be its ID, and in the same step, in rements the value of the
variable by 1. It is straightforward to verify that this indeed produ es unique IDs at the pro esses
under any fair s hedule.
In our onstant spa e proto ol, we still employ this \serial ounter" approa h. However, to redu e
spa e, we use the shared variable as a \pipeline" to transmit ounter values from one pro ess to
another, while the ounter value is maintained in the lo al memory of the pro esses. Intuitively, there
is some pro ess \in harge" at any given time, whi h knows the urrent value of the ounter. Whenever
a new pro ess p enters the system, it writes a request message in the shared variable. The pro ess
in harge responds by transmitting the urrent ontents of the ounter, bit by bit, with p replying
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by writing an a knowledgment for ea h bit. By the end of this pro edure, p has the value of the
ounter; p then in rements it by 1, takes it to be its ID, and be omes the pro ess in harge. This
serial style dialog will not be interrupted by other pro esses, due to the read-modify-write assumption.
We assume that the shared variable is initialized with a spe ial value, that tells whoever a esses the
variable rst, that it is in harge, and that the ounter value is 0. The formal spe i ation of the
algorithm is presented in Figure 6. We summarize with the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 In the read-modify-write model, there exists a deterministi proto ol for PIP that requires a shared variable with
5.1

7 states and works under any fair s

hedule.

Impossibility for Self-Stabilizing Proto ols

An algorithm is alled self-stabilizing if it works orre tly regardless of its initial state [7, 3℄. It
is straightforward to see that no self-stabilizing algorithm an ever halt: otherwise, a pro ess may
be put in a terminating state with erroneous output value as its rst state. However, it is not
immediately lear that a dynami algorithm is not possible. Indeed, the dynami algorithm of Figure
1 is self-stabilizing|under the assumption that the s hedule is oblivious. The next result shows that
the obliviousness of the s hedule is required even when we have read-modify-write registers, if the
algorithm has a nite state spa e.
Theorem 5.2 There is no nite state, self-stabilizing algorithm that solves PIP in the read-modify-

1 if the s hedule is adaptive.
The proof is nearly identi al to the proof of Theorem 4.3. We remark only that the self-stabilization
assumption serves as a substitute for Lemma 4.1, whi h does not hold in the read-modify-write model.

write registers with probability
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